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Mission Design for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
using Hybrid Probabilistic Logic Programs

Simon Kohaut1, Benedict Flade2, Devendra Singh Dhami1,3, Julian Eggert2, Kristian Kersting1,3,4,5

Abstract— Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) is a growing field
that demands a deep understanding of legal, spatial and
temporal concepts in navigation. Hence, any implementation of
AAM is forced to deal with the inherent uncertainties of human-
inhabited spaces. Enabling growth and innovation requires the
creation of a system for safe and robust mission design, i.e.,
the way we formalize intentions and decide their execution as
trajectories for the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). Although
legal frameworks have emerged to govern urban air spaces,
their full integration into the decision process of autonomous
agents and operators remains an open task. In this work we
present ProMis, a system architecture for probabilistic mission
design. It links the data available from various static and
dynamic data sources with legal text and operator requirements
by following principles of formal verification and probabilistic
modeling. Hereby, ProMis enables the combination of low-level
perception and high-level rules in AAM to infer validity over the
UAV’s state-space. To this end, we employ Hybrid Probabilistic
Logic Programs (HPLP) as a unifying, intermediate repre-
sentation between perception and action-taking. Furthermore,
we present methods to connect ProMis with crowd-sourced
map data by generating HPLP atoms that represent spatial
relations in a probabilistic fashion. Our claims of the utility
and generality of ProMis are supported by experiments on a
diverse set of scenarios and a discussion of the computational
demands associated with probabilistic missions.

Index Terms— Mission Design, Probabilistic Inference, For-
mal Logic

I. INTRODUCTION

M ISSION design for intelligent, mobile agents presents
several challenges and demands strict adherence to

safety and security requirements. It involves defining the
mission objectives, constraints, and execution strategies for
navigating an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). A valid
mission consists of a sequence of trajectories leading to the
successful fulfillment of the objectives without violating any
operational, manufacturing, or public regulations. To design
a mission, tasks such as mission clearance, analysis and
optimization need to be performed. While most research in
mobility-related mission design focuses on optimizing the
agent’s trajectory [1]–[3], we believe that using declarative,
relational models can provide a more holistic and symbolic
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Fig. 1: Adaptable mission design with ProMis: Probabilis-
tic Mission Landscapes (PML) express the probability of a
First-Order Logic model being satisfied over the navigation
area. Each picture shows a different constraint and, on the
bottom-right, a conjunction of all others. Cyan locations
indicate a high probability of satisfying all constraints.

view of the navigation problem. Our approach aims to im-
prove UAV navigation by providing a system that leverages,
among other data sources, crowd-sourced maps to provide
insights into the agent’s freedom of movement within a legal
framework modelled by probabilistic logic. For example,
Figure 1 shows how our system enables highly adaptable
control over the UAV’s navigation space. In summary, we
seek to improve the mission design for UAVs at a funda-
mental level, by leveraging probabilistic logic to increase
the robustness, efficiency and safety of intelligent vehicles
navigating complex spaces.

To make way for future assistance in service applications
and innovative logistics networks, it is critical to expand the
areas in which we can safely deploy autonomous agents.
Since these applications often operate in public spaces or
directly interact with humans, it is crucial to carefully define
the limits of the agent’s action and task spaces. In the
context of Advanced Air Mobility (AAM), we face numerous
challenges related to the use of UAVs:

• Safety: Ensuring reliable operations of UAVs is a multi-
faceted task that involves the safety of both ground and
airborne entities. It requires a consideration of various
issues, including collision avoidance, weather condi-
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% A person that owns a drone is likely to operate it
0.9::operates_drone(X) :- person(X), owns_drone(X).

% Friends might influence to also buy a drone
0.2::owns_drone(X) :- friend(X, Y), owns_drone(Y).

% Background knowledge
person(justus).
person(jonas).
owns_drone(justus).
friend(jonas, justus).

% Chance of Jonas operating a drone
query(operates_drone(jonas)). % 0.18

Listing 1: An example of probabilistic modelling in ProbLog
[4], a probabilistic programming language for discrete do-
mains. This model describes how friends will influence each
other in the decision of owning and operating a drone.
Rules are annotated with probabilities, i.e., the uncertainty
associated with the logical relations over the data.

tions, or hardware malfunctions. Especially keeping safe
distances to buildings and infrastructure or not flying
over the heads of bystanders are common requirements.

• Regulations: The use of drones for private and com-
mercial purposes is subject to numerous regulatory
barriers. Some of these regulations are contingent on the
environment of the UAV during the mission, such as the
movement of bystanders and other traffic participants.
Utilizing the UAV’s sensory equipment helps in this
context to establish compliance with regulations and to
allow for safe and effective operations.

• Public perception: Achieving widespread acceptance
of drone services requires addressing public concerns
regarding the use of UAVs. This includes privacy in-
fringement, noise pollution, and the potential for ac-
cidents. The public is hesitant with accepting the use
of uninterpretable black-box models to make critical
decisions, since they pose a challenge to understand and
evaluate the decision-making process.

These are reasons motivating the use of symbolic, white-
box models for mission design. More specifically, to repre-
sent the laws, relationships and uncertainties of the agent’s
navigation, probabilistic logic programs can be a suitable
fit. Logic Programming allows for programmatic reasoning
within First-Order Logic (FOL). On top of this, probabilistic
extensions of Logic Programming exist to assign categorical
distributions to the FOL model, i.e., its relations over the
contained objects. Listing 1 shows an exemplary model
written in ProbLog [4], one of the most commonly used
variants of probabilistic logic programming today. Hybrid
Probabilistic Logic Programs (HPLP) make simultaneous use
of discrete and continuous distributions, thereby representing
a so-called hybrid relational domain where both probabilities
and densities are applicable to the FOL [5], [6]. Especially in
probabilistic robotics [7] where it is not enough to deal with
categorical data, HPLPs are a promising research direction.

In this work, we combine Geographic Information Systems

// Output format and timeout for request
[out:json][timeout:25];

// Requested ways within a bounding box
// Here, we retrieve typed road-segments
(

way["highway"="primary"]({{bbox}});
way["highway"="secondary"]({{bbox}});
way["highway"="tertiary"]({{bbox}});
way["highway"="footway"]({{bbox}});

);

// Return retrieved data
out body; >; out skel qt;

Listing 2: A common example for querying data from Open-
StreetMap using the Overpass Query Language. Similarly to
ProbLog, Overpass uses relational information that describes
in its case the types of nodes, ways and areas. This script
gives accesses to different types of streets that are related by
the ”highway” predicate.

(GIS) with HPLPs by aligning state-of-the-art GIS typing
systems, e.g., as in Listing 2, with the probabilistic logic pro-
grams we generate within ProMis (see Section III). Hence,
with ProMis we present a hybrid probabilistic mission design
architecture for AAM that uses HPLPs to model legal
and safety constraints. ProMis further employs probabilistic
inference to facilitate UAV operations and eases the determi-
nation of safe and legal flight trajectories. An open-source
software implementation, enabling others to reproduce our
results and further advance research in this area, is under
development.

II. RELATED WORK

In Europe, the issue of unmanned aircraft systems and
urban air mobility is driven by the Single European Sky
Air Traffic Management Research (SESAR) initiative. When
SESAR presented its first Master Plan in 2009 [8], AAM was
not considered and drones were only mentioned in passing.
With the publication of the 3rd edition of the Master Plan in
2015 [9] and the ”Drone Outlook Study” in 2017 [10], the
push for urban air mobility in Europe has been given green
light. Compared to the established ecosystems for general
aviation, the development of novel unmanned traffic manage-
ment systems needs to address issues such as significantly
higher traffic densities, gaining additional societal acceptance
and clearing up uncertainties in regulations. Therefore, a
focus of this paper is put on the application of declarative
probabilistic models for mission design and their feasibility
in aviation.

To act in an environment full of static, semi-static and
dynamic entities, a representation of the environment is
required. Particularly where a world view can be aug-
mented with information about signals and dynamics, e.g.,
traffic lights and signs in autonomous driving, hierarchical
approaches to mapping have emerged. In particular, so-
called local dynamic maps have become popular among
autonomous driving researchers to describe lanes, traffic
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Fig. 2: The Probabilistic Mission (ProMis) system architecture: Static and dynamic data sources are transformed by
the Probabilistic Clause Modules (PCM) into continuous and categorical distributions. Then, the Hybrid Probabilistic Logic
Program (HPLP) Assembler writes the retrieved location dependent parameters as distributional clauses and combines the
hereby formed HPLP with predefined laws and constraints. Given the parameters of the mission, tiled inference over the
agent’s navigation space results in a Probabilistic Mission Landscape (PML) that can then be looped back to be stored, used
for action planning or as advanced mission analysis tool for the operator.

rules, congestion, and even individual road users [11]–
[13]. As maps become more feature rich, the development
of more advanced techniques for navigating public spaces
becomes possible. For example, matching local views of the
environment can help an agent to locate itself on the road
network [14]–[16]. Of course, using statistical methods for
matching and decision-making can be a dangerous game, as
mentioned above. Even if the human is in full control, low
situation awareness may quickly lead to a life-threatening
scenario. Therefore, keeping the operator or pilot informed
of the ongoing mission is critical. For example, controlled
flight into terrain accounts for a significant proportion of
aviation fatalities [17]. For this reason, rich visualizations
of the mission in progress have been developed to avoid
blind spots in decision-making [18]. Inspired by air traffic
management, it aims to improve flight safety by enabling
operators to gain a better situational understanding and
awareness of obstacles by displaying the intended trajectory
and environment. By providing insight into the mission and
its environment from information sources, operators can react
to threats and optimize their behavior [19], [20].

To employ autonomous agents, beyond the necessity of
a fine-tuned control system, a good understanding of the
individual agent’s design goals and application domain is
crucial. For instance, in agricultural applications, robots can
leverage weather forecasts to plan their missions, enabling
them to determine when and how to perform tasks in order
to, e.g., avoid wet or muddy terrain [21]. For an adapt-
able and interpretable system, symbolic reasoning systems
are a suitable basis to formalize and verify behavior and
its constraints. One of the earliest programmatic reasoning
systems in First-Order Logic (FOL) is Prolog [22], devel-
oped in 1972 by Alain Colmerauer. Prolog has inspired
numerous applications, from natural language processing [5]
to robotics [23]. Extensions that embrace uncertainties in
formal logic like Bayesian Logic Programs [24] and Prob-
abilistic Logic Programs [4], [25] have been introduced to
allow for probabilistic inference in FOL models. While they

are not formulated for end-to-end learning in tandem with ar-
tificial neural networks, newer models like DeepProblog [26]
and SLASH [27] have been introduced to close this gap.
The objective of such Neuro-Symbolic AI methods is to
combine the strengths of deep learning architectures with
symbolic, formally well justified and inherently interpretable
systems. Naturally, applying these methods in the context of
building autonomous agents, e.g., robots acting in logically
constrained environments, is interesting to ensure safe and
reliable decision-making. Our work in probabilistic mission
design for AAM is motivated by hybrid formulations of prob-
abilistic logic programming on which noteworthy progress
has been made in recent years [5], [6]. They extended
the syntax and semantics of probabilistic logic programs
to efficiently account for hybrid relational domains, i.e.,
domains in which both discrete and continuous distributions
are required to model the agent’s domain.

III. METHODS

A. An Architecture for Probabilistic Mission Design

In this section we introduce an architecture for logically
constrained, probabilistic mission design. With ProMis, we
aim at a Probabilistic Mission design flow that addresses the
needs of all involved stakeholders (see Figure 2).

In AAM, the following three parties represent the main
stakeholders:

• The public body defines and regulates public traffic ar-
eas. This includes the classifications and categorizations
of autonomous agents and their operations, which gives
rise to a need for developing safe and legally compliant
mission models. In addition to creating rules for public
spaces, they provide data on critical infrastructure or
areas that privately operated agents should not enter,
e.g., geofences protecting the space around airports. For
the most part, the public body thereby provides static
knowledge and the aforementioned laws.

• The operator of the autonomous agent determines the
mission’s target and additional constraints on top of
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Fig. 3: Probabilistic Clause Modules express uncertainties in geospatial data: Here, a road network was queried from
crowd-sourced data and random maps have been generated according to our uncertainty in the individual map features. For
each location in the agent’s navigation frame the parameters (a) and (b) of a normal distribution, modeling the distance to
the closest road, are computed. From the cumulative distribution function of N (µ, σ2), or more generally via sampling, we
can obtain the probability of a regulatory constraint being met, e.g., keeping a distance of over 30 meters (c). The color
range transitions from red (low) to blue (high). Finally, (d) shows the probability of a location in the agent’s navigation
space being occupied by buildings. For visual clarity, the color range is inverse compared to the first three.

legal requirements. While the operator’s preferences
cannot supersede those of the public body with regard to
public grounds, they can impose additional restrictions
on valid missions by specifying risk-averse rules or
preferences. As operators may not possess the neces-
sary engineering expertise to manually program their
requirements, intuitive interfaces are necessary. Addi-
tionally, operators with AAM specific qualifications
have direct influence on what the autonomous agent is
authorized to do under their supervision.

• The manufacturer has the most extensive knowledge
of the autonomous agent’s sensory equipment and al-
gorithms for detection, localization, and tracking. Their
expertise should be integrated into the mission design
system in the form of the agent’s perception. For
example, a heavy drone may provide estimates of its
weight and the movement of people below to avoid
flying over a crowd of bystanders. Manufacturers may
also impose limitations on a vehicles use for licensing,
safety, or hardware protection reasons. Therefore, they
can further add to the constraints of the mission.

ProMis incorporates the contributions of these three in the
form of static knowledge, laws and constraints and agent
perception. By extracting the parameters of distributions
modelling the mission environment and combining with
public and operator laws and constraints, a HPLP for proba-
bilistic inference in the mission design domain is constructed.
Our main contributions are (i) the architecture of ProMis,
integrating uncertain data of AAM settings with probabilistic
logic, (ii) the formalization of distributional clauses from
typed map data and (iii) the creation of Probabilistic Mission
Landscapes (PML). PMLs express the validity of points
in the UAV’s state-space in the form of a scalar-field of
probabilities.

B. Hybrid Relational Navigation

While HPLPs are domain agnostic models in which
probabilistic logic can be utilized to query for arbitrary
information, in this section we will focus on the treatment
of spatial data for UAV navigation. From the GIS, but also
potentially other static and dynamic data sources like the
agent or operator, we obtain background knowledge K of
three types: facts, estimates and geographic features. While
facts and estimates represent categorical and continuous
data respectively, geographic features are for example line
segments and areas in a polar, earth centered coordinate
system.

We propose Probabilistic Clause Modules (PCM) as a
collection of mappings from application-specific data models
in K into a set of continuous and categorical distributions D.
Hence, each entry in this distributional knowledge base D is
a pair of an atom’s name A and either its probability p or
its parametric distribution P (θ).

In other words, one of the following can be used to express
the fact that A is true with probability p or distributed
according to P (θ). So, we either obtain categorically or
continuously distributed clauses:

p :: A ← l1, . . . , ln. (Discrete)
A ∼ P (θ)← l1, . . . , ln. (Continuous)

Such distributional clauses express that in all worlds where
the conjunction of the literals l1, . . . , ln is true, atom A
being true has probability p or is distributed according to
P (θ). Note that P (θ) is not necessarily a distribution over
probabilities, therefore A can take values from arbitrary
domains.

While facts and estimates can be directly written in
HPLP form, GIS data is an example where special treatment
is necessary. To work within the spatial context of GIS-
provided data and represent a basis for common laws and
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% Distributional clauses describing the distance of
% each location and one of the types of map features
distance(r0, c0, building) ˜ normal(20, 0.5).
distance(r1, c0, building) ˜ normal(19, 0.4).
...

% Probabilistic facts describing whether a location
% is occupied by one of the types of map features
0.9::over(r0, c0, primary).
0.8::over(r1, c0, primary).
...

Listing 3: Probabilistic knowledge within the final HPLP P
in the form of distributional, spatial atoms. Here, distance
and over are generated relations and applied to each location
in the agent’s discretized navigation space. To keep the
universe small, all features of a common type are aggregated
into a single reference object, e.g., ”building”.

constraints in navigation, we introduce two PCMs for the
binary relations distance(lat, lon, F ) and over(lat, lon, F )
respectively. Here, lat and lon reference the latitude and
longitude in an earth-centered navigation space and F a set
of environment features to be related to.

Since the creation and maintenance of high-definition
maps is an intractable and expensive task, crowd-sourced
geographic data is a promising substitution. Unfortunately,
such data is rarely accurate enough to allow for navigation
without further safety considerations. To express this spatial
uncertainty, we apply a stochastic model to randomly sample
each feature. Here, we will consider two types of errors. On
one hand, map features can be simply translated, i.e., each
vertex is offset by the same amount. On the other hand, a
feature can be rotated, sheared or scaled. Hence, similar to
prior work [28], we consider for each fi,j ∈ R2, being the
j-th vertex of the i-th feature, the following affine map:

Φn � ϕ(αi) (Transformation)
tn � κ(βi) (Translation)

fn
i,j = Φn · fi,j + tn (Generation)

This is done for each n ∈ {1, . . . , N} to obtain a collection
of N samples. Here, the ϕ(αi) generates matrices Φn ∈
R2×2 to apply geometric transformations, e.g., rotations, that
keep the center point fixed while κi,j generates offset vectors
tn ∈ R2 to apply a translation. In this context αi and
βi are the parameters of the error per feature and define
the expected offsets or geometric transformations. Having
defined this generator scheme, we can move on to the next
step of computing the location dependent parameters of
distance and over.

For the first PCM, distance, we compute the distance of
each location in navigation space to the nearest geometry of
the relevant type of environmental feature. The second PCM,
over, represents the occupancy of a feature set at a location
in navigation space. Therefore, this relation can be modeled
as a scalar field of probabilities, indicating the chance of the
feature being at that point. In other words, we analyze how
often each location is occupied in the typed sets of feature

% Background knowledge and perception of drone
registered.
initial_charge ˜ normal(90, 5).
discharge ˜ normal(-0.2, 0.1).
weight ˜ normal(2.0, 0.1).

% Weather according to forecast
1/10::fog; 9/10::clear.

% Visual line of sight
vlos(R, C) :- fog, distance(R, C, operator) < 250;

clear, distance(R, C, operator) < 500.

% Simplified OPEN flight category
open(R, C) :- registered, vlos(R, C), weight < 25.

% Charge to return to the operator
can_return(R, C) :- B is initial_charge,

O is discharge,
D is distance(R, C, operator),
0 < B + (2 * O * D).

% Permit to fly in parks and close to major roads
permit(R, C) :- over(R, C, park);

distance(R, C, primary) < 15;
distance(R, C, secondary) < 10;
distance(R, C, tertiary) < 5.

% The Probabilistic Mission Landscape
landscape(R, C) :-

permit(R, C), open(R, C), can_return(R, C).

Listing 4: Simplified laws and constraints for the operation
of an UAV. While the operator usually has to decide on-
site whether and how they can maneuver their UAV, ProMis
models and automates this decision. Probabilistic inference
over the navigation space utilizing this model and extracted
distributional knowledge of the environment yields a PML
L for mission design.

samples. The parameters of the respective distribution are in
both cases obtained via moment matching to the collection
of N distance and over samples. Parameters of both dis-
tributional clauses can be seen in Figure 3 when choosing
to represent the distance to roads using normal distributions
and the over relation of buildings in the environment.

C. Probabilistic Mission Landscapes

We now introduce the concept of Probabilistic Mission
Landscapes (PML). Given the mission parameters, con-
straints and inference parameters as described before, ProMis
produces a grid of probabilities for a legal and safe arrival
at each location. For this, the earth-referenced (lat, lon) data
is projected into a local, Cartesian space and discretized into
a finite grid of given east- and north-resolution. Instead of
representing the previously introduced spatial relations in
dependence of continuous latitude and longitude, we will
continue with distance(r, c, F ) and over(r, c, F ). All data
assigned to the same row r and column c is aggregated and
referenced in this grid. Listing 3 demonstrates an excerpt of
the output of these modules.

By defining a threshold for the probability to distinguish
between valid and invalid missions across the landscape,
operators and agents can determine where the next part of the
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(a) Park (b) Bay Area (c) Crossing (d) Rails

Fig. 4: ProMis generalizes to a variety of scenarios: Here, we show the result of utilizing ProMis in (a) an urban city
park with adjacent major road sections, (b) a bay area with increased visual-line-of-sight over open waters and accessible
service roads and (c) a major junction with pedestrian crossings where a green signal allows crossing one from side to the
other. Finally, (d) shows a scenario where the airspace right above passenger and cargo rails in the vicinity of the train
station can be patrolled. High probabilities are represented by a dark cyan hue, turning red the lower the chance of fulfilling
all constraints becomes. Values below 0.1 have been removed.

operation can potentially lead. As a result, a single-trajectory
validation is lifted from the mission clearance field to the
scope of mission analysis and optimization. Operators can
adjust their preferences to reflect a growing or shrinking
landscape, while agents can plan a path within the landscape
to stay within legal and operator boundaries.

Since the PML is based on geographic propositions such as
distances in Cartesian space, it is straightforward to introduce
extensions of the model using any typed geographic data.
For example, operators may allow for low battery charge if
the distance to an emergency landing site is low enough to
arrive with remaining energy. Each point in the landscape
incorporates two predictions based on the distribution of the
battery charge per flight distance: one for the arrival at the
target location and another for the subsequent arrival at an
available emergency landing site.

For each location and type of map feature, both a distribu-
tional clause of the distance and the probability of the feature
occupying the space are computed. The object referencing
the type of map feature in the HPLP will match the relational
system underlying the employed GIS, in this case OSM.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Probabilistic Missions in AAM Scenarios

The aim of our research is to investigate the applicability
of ProMis and the computational effort required for inference
in HPLPs for mission design. We will now present how
ProMis supports UAV operations in a variety of scenarios.
Each scenario utilizes its own variation of mission design
constraints, considering adjustments for the respective sce-
nario and its relevant map features. Regardless of the sce-
nario, data was queried from OpenStreetMap using Overpass
akin to Listing 2. All map features obtained this way have
been assumed to be distributed according to a Gaussian
translation t ∼ N (0, diag(10m, 10m)) on their origin, repre-
senting the inherent uncertainty of crowd-sourced map data
as discussed in Section III.

We will now discuss how ProMis can be applied to a
diverse set of scenarios as can be seen in Figure 4. The
first of the presented scenarios is driven by the model shown
in Listing 4. It represents a simplified model for obtaining
clearance to operate a UAV in the confinements of a public
park and nearby major road segments while maintaining
visual-line-of-sight and sufficient battery charge. Hereby, a
permission for free flight over the park area as well as in
the vicinity of major roads is assumed. Second, we apply
ProMis to a Bay Area where we augment the definition of
visual-line-of-sight (VLOS) to be extended over open waters
if the weather is clear. This shows how relating rules to
the GIS provided typing system can conclude different be-
haviors based on the underlying map and uncertain weather
conditions. Third, the scenario is moved to a crossing in
a metropolitan environment where the UAV is discouraged
from entering the airspace above the roads. An exception
is made for crossings while the traffic light shows green,
showing how local perception or connections to other traffic
systems may be leveraged. Finally, a scenario in which the
UAV can fly over a network of rails used for passenger and
cargo transport is shown. Here, the UAV is strictly confined
to keep a narrow horizontal clearance to the rails while not
straying away too far from its base-station.

ProMis reduces the need for operators to intuitively assess
flight conditions, while remaining interpretable and adapt-
able by non-experts through changes to the constraints. For
distributional clauses, arithmetic clauses are resolved via
sampling, which eliminates the need for definitive values
for each aspect of the drone’s operation. For example, a
definitive weight rating is not necessary, allowing a delivery
drone to change flight class swiftly as its weight changes,
such as when delivering a package. This enables mission
design where a drone can carry a package to its destination
under one set of restrictions and return to its station under
another set.
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Fig. 5: Tiling reduces computation time: Instead of creating
a model of the entire navigation space and querying for all
locations at once, we can divide the inference task repeatedly.
Splitting the task decreases the computational cost, however,
repeating this step too often, due to the cost of managing
processes, actually increases the overall inference time. Here,
the horizontal and vertical resolutions are equal.

B. Scaling Inference by Tiling the Navigation Space

To assess the suitability of PML for mission design,
we need to analyze the time taken to compute landscapes
at different resolutions. Without further strategy, the infer-
ence time will grow quadratically in the resolution. This
means that obtaining high resolution PMLs quickly becomes
impractical even on a powerful computation device. Time
measurements have been obtained on an Intel i7 9700K
utilizing its 8 cores for multiprocessing.

By the way ProMis formulates background knowledge, the
probability distributions of each location in the discretized
navigation frame are independent of each other. Therefore,
we can make use of splitting up the inference task into
multiple processes and thereby parallelize the task and cut
down on computation time while retaining exact inference.
Here, we will split up the navigation area once horizontally
and vertically with each tiling step, meaning for a tiling
factor s, i.e., splitting the area s-times, we obtain 4s smaller
models on which inference can be run simultaneously. In
Figure 5 one can see how this tiling enables us to scale
ProMis to higher resolutions.

Tiling is an important consideration and the tiling fac-
tor a parameter with critical impact on computation time.
However, note that tiling might also be used in order to
distribute work over time or devices. More specifically, one
might prioritize to compute tiles close to the agent first and
queue up the rest for a later inference cycle. Of course, since
tiling makes use of parallel computing, moving the inference
algorithms to a Single Instruction Multiple Data architecture
is a promising direction for future work.

C. Approximation of Probabilistic Mission Landscapes

High-resolution landscapes are essential for accurately
representing the environment, while low-resolution land-
scapes can misrepresent the model. With more fine-granular
sampling, the PML becomes clearer and more nuanced,
revealing additional information that can be used by the
operator or planning method. However, it is challenging to
determine the ideal resolution required to capture all critical
information in complex models. While Figure 5 has shown
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Fig. 6: Interpolation of low-resolution PMLs: Here, we see
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) when creating low resolution
PMLs and, using bilinear interpolation, comparing to a 200×
200 reference PML. As it depends on the spatial entropy,
i.e., how much map features change, and the modelled laws
and constraints, the disadvantage of using a low resolution
inference area is hard to predict.

how the time demand for landscape resolution can be tackled
with a repeated tiling of the inference area, it is important to
discuss the impact of choosing higher or lower resolutions
in the first place. Depending on the lateral and longitudinal
extends of the inference area and the frequency of spatial
complexity in the map, the resolution can be chosen lower
without losing much accuracy.

We will now analyze this loss of accuracy when com-
pared to a reference PML computed in a high resolution
in the previously shown scenarios of Figure 4. We do so
by running the knowledge extraction from the GIS and
subsequent inference starting at a low resolution that is
then iteratively increased. Each PML we obtain this way
is linearly interpolated and compared to the reference PML.
Figure 6 shows the results for each scenario individually. A
trade-off between landscape quality and runtime needs to be
considered here. For instance, delaying the start of a mission
to investigate the potential task-space may be appropriate for
a user, but infeasible if quick decisions need to be made
by the UAV itself. Still, further performance improvements
might be crucial for iterative mission design processes where
the landscape needs to be recomputed for each step in a
mission.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented ProMis, an architecture for Proba-
bilistic Mission Design based on Hybrid Probabilistic Logic
Programs. ProMis enables adaptable and interpretable mis-
sion design by encoding static and dynamic, e.g., map and
perception-based, knowledge into probabilistic and declar-
ative logical expressions. The hybrid probabilistic nature
of the underlying inference mechanisms allows for the
consideration of both discrete and continuous distributional
knowledge, making it suitable for real-world scenarios. Legal
and operator constraints can be formulated in dependence of
the derived probabilistic clauses for which we have presented
two exemplary cases, distance and over.

Furthermore, we have shown the concept of Probabilistic
Mission Landscapes, which combine models of the law, per-
ception, and GIS data into a probabilistic view of the agent’s
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navigation space. With this development, operators can better
understand the legal situation regarding the deployment of
their vehicle. Using the landscape as the basis for motion
planning can directly guide the search of both legal and
safe trajectories. Probabilistic Mission Landscapes not only
impose the physical boundaries of static and dynamic entities
for collision avoidance but also logically derived boundaries
of the agent’s motion due to legal and operator constraints.

However, we acknowledge that the complexity and spatial
accuracy trade-off is a limitation for real-time decision-
making and subject to future research. For example, em-
ploying function approximation or interpolation methods to
represent the Probabilistic Mission Landscape could further
cut down on computation cost. Scattering the locations to
which ProMis is applied rather than inference on strict grids
has the potential to reduce unnecessary work. To this end,
choosing inference locations based on the employed logic or
the local entropy of the underlying map data is a promising
direction. To enable a richer environment to build logical
constraints in, extensions to the Probabilistic Clause Modules
are necessary. In a similar vein, connecting ProMis with
Open Universe Probabilistic Models is an important next step
to design missions around, e.g., bystanders or other traffic
participants.

Nevertheless, we have shown that ProMis intertwines
important stakeholders and the autonomous agent, serving
transparency and adaptation to human input while providing
inference on mission-related, uncertain values. Overall, we
believe that ProMis provides an effective foundation for
Advanced Aerial Mobility where low-level perception and
high-level rules go hand in hand.
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